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Worldwide Aviation Services Attends MRO Europe
Madrid, Spain -- A new era in airline services is coming. President and Founder Marvin Ruthenberg is building an aviation
services company, from the ground up, that will rival anything consumers in the aviation industry have seen, thus-far.
On Wednesday and Thursday October 8th and 9th , Worldwide Aviation Services, based in Clermont FL, Ruthenberg will be
attending MRO Europe
Ruthenberg will be offering the choice of any one of three specific services for a flat rate fee of $2,500.00 USD. A client could
also choose all three services for $7,000.00 USD (not including transport and expenses).
A survey of aircraft records (maximum of 3 aircraft) to ensure regulatory requirements are in compliance. All
airworthiness items will be surveyed and recommendations will be presented to you or your designee.
Audit of your maintenance operation and make recommendations for increased reliability and cost savings. A report
will be delivered within 15 days after the audit.
Review your utilization and destinations for an assessment to reduce costs. Recommendations will be provided with
an estimate of the cost savings.
Ruthenberg is no stranger to the airline industry. He came from a legacy airline where he started as a mechanic. From there, he
went on to wear many hats, including entry level management positions until he eventually became a vice president. “I have
direct experience working with the FAA as well as other regulatory agencies both domestic and foreign,” Ruthenberg said.
During his tenure, Ruthenberg successfully met and exceeded managerial and financial targets. Ruthenberg also met
shareholders expectations, especially in the areas of domestic and international regulations, while balancing operational, safety
and security compliance.
Ruthenberg has been studying the aviation industry for many years and has learned what it takes to make an operation
successful. “My past successes and challenges have brought me to this point in my life where I can share my experiences with
my clients,” Ruthenberg said.
###

ABOUT WORLDWIDE AVIATION SERVICES
Worldwide Aviation Services surveys airline operations to help clients find better efficiencies, estimate cost-saving measures
and implement procedural changes to benefit the structure of airline organizations.
Pre-buy inspections: Evaluate condition of the aircraft, Regulatory Compliance Verification, Maintenance Status,
Representation for Pre-Buy Technical Evaluations
Fleet Transitions & Compliance Audits: Aircraft Records & Logbook Review, Conformity & Compliance Inspections, Technical
Assistance to Legal Counsel, AD Compliance Audits, Regulatory compliance
Maintenance Management Monitoring: Maintenance program, Efficiency of the Facility, Quality of product, Cost of the
outcome, Out of service time
Former clients include:
United States Air Force – Contracted with foreign Military Sales (FAR Experience).
Hughes Aircraft Co. - Specialized Program for aircraft modified for satellite maintenance.
Philippine Airlines - Cost reduction survey for the airline maintenance department.
United Airlines - Created the manuals for the FAA 121 Certification for the new Avolar division.
Amiri Flight - Produced the document requirements for certification of Royal Jet in Abu Dhabi.
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